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Abstract

Today's world economic situation is ruled by issues such as reducing cost, improving

quality, maximizing profit, and improving and optimizing processes at organizations. In

this context, business process management can be an essential strategy, but it is not

usually consolidated at software organizations because software process properties

involve a complex business process management application on software lifecycle.

Consequently, software organizations often focus on Software Process Modeling

(SPM), and each involved role performs process execution and orchestration indepen-

dently and manually. This fact makes software processes maintenance, monitoring,

and measurement become difficult tasks. This paper proposes a model‐based

approach for SPM taking into account concepts related to process execution, orches-

tration, and monitoring. It is framed into a model‐driven engineering‐based and tool‐

based framework: Process Lifecycle Management for Business Software (PLM4BS).

We present a SPM metamodel and its concrete syntax (through Unified Modeling

Language profiles) that lays the foundation for extending PLM4BS. Its underlying

metamodel allows managing processes automatically. Furthermore, PLM4BS improves

current state‐of‐the‐art proposals in 6 dimensions: expressiveness, understandability,

granularity, measurability, orchestrability, and business variables and rules. Also,

PLM4BS has been evaluated in a multiple‐case study, in which the 6 mentioned

dimensions were already validated.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Today's world economic situation is ruled by issues such as globalization, which involves relocation of companies, constant search for lower costs

to maximize profits by continuous mergers and acquisitions, and constant motivation for improving quality and optimizing all Business Processes

(BP). Thus, organizations should strengthen their mechanisms to be more competitive in this economic context.

In light of this, this paper starts with one general hypothesis: At any organization, a proper Business Process Management (BPM) can contribute to

achieve the organizational objectives outlined above. For this purpose, organizations should implement their BPs with mature management models to

maintain and/or achieve an edge over their competitors using different technologies such as cloud solutions,1 among others.

Business process management could be considered as a management strategy that includes methods, techniques, and tools to support the BP

lifecycle, which includes design, enactment, management, and analysis of operational BPs.2 Business process management aims to reduce costs

and improve BPs (through a cycle of continuous improvement) in many organizations.3 In fact, some studies such as ISO/IEC.ISO 9001:20084 con-

clude that the reasons for adopting BPM can be grouped into 3 main needs: (i) understand and assimilate the intrinsic knowledge of business
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processes, (ii) know the employees' performance during the execution processes, and (iii) monitor and measure processes. Controlling these needs

improves return on investment parameter through reducing production costs.5

There are also many institutions that promote, by means of their standards and guidelines, the application of BPM as a process‐oriented

mechanism to improve productivity, competitiveness, quality, and efficiency at organizations.6-8 Such parameters have been followed by a large

number of companies in all areas of business.

However, BPM in software process engineering context is not as simple as it seems to be because of the inherent properties of software pro-

cesses. Martínez‐Ruiz et al identify and describe properties that characterize software processes in comparison with other processes (eg, industrial

processes).7 These characteristics are mainly the following: (i) They are constantly evolving, they usually incorporate new lifecycles and new tech-

nologies, they frequently comprise several iterations, and they often produce different software product versions; (ii) they are complex because

they are strongly influenced by many unpredictable circumstances and numerous work teams; and (iii) they often rely on communication, coordi-

nation, and cooperation of different frameworks and development technologies as well as on the different roles they play.

The reasons above enumerated have led software companies to usually focus on defining their processes, but each involved role performs

orchestration (ie, centralized and coordinated management of events during the process execution) and execution processes in an independent

and manual way. For this reason, software processes maintenance, evolution, monitoring, and measurement (among other aspects) become com-

plex and hard tasks.

Anyway, Software Process Modeling (SPM) is a well‐known topic in the software engineering research that has been studied during the last

20 years. Different work proposals on this purpose have appeared along the years, and many research studies have identified them (eg, García‐

Borgoñón et al9 and Zamli et al,10 among others). These above‐cited references analyze the most recent proposals related to SPM and identifies

a great amount of them that use different techniques, such cash petri‐nets, models, or programming languages (the motivation for developing

these kinds of languages and the problems they address are described in García‐Borgoñón et al,9 Zamli and Isa,10 and Zamli and Lee11). This fact

confirms that there is no ideal language for process modeling. After analyzing these kinds of SPM, those model‐based SPMs have been considered

as the path to follow.9

However, at present, there are recurring problems in most of model‐based SPM (such as execution, measuring, and choreography). In addition,

some little proposals offer mechanisms to execute the process into ad hoc systems. That makes harder their application in real environments

because companies already use specific process engines. It is interesting to underline that none of these proposals mention mechanisms to support

the process orchestration (see Section 7 for more details). For these reason, we have proposed a new SPM language. The fact of making a new

contribution allows that our proposal is independent of other SPMLs that could be understood to be more transversal/universal. In addition,

our choice also allows to simplify and focus our SPML in the areas of interest, without adherences or features that do not add value (these fea-

tures could be included when using an existing proposal).

The present study aims to (i) lay the theoretical foundations of a framework based on the Model‐Driven Engineering (MDE) paradigm to apply

BPM in real environments and (ii) propose a flexible, easily extensible (if necessary), practical, but highly semantic, model‐based proposal for SPM.

Our main objective is to propose a SPML which is as simple as possible (but complete) as well as easy to learn (to decrease the learning curve of

users), use, and understand by most people and which is not cumbersome to be learnt. These features have allowed us the rapid application of our

proposal in real environments, and, especially, with non‐Information and Communication Technology (ICT) users.

Anyway, we therefore ask ourselves the following question: Which of the elements in large PMLs (such as Business Process Modeling Nota-

tion (BPMN)) are most used in practice and how frequently? The studies presented in Muehlen and Recker12 and Recker et al13 provide valuable

answers to this question. In Recker,14 authors show the frequency distribution of the individual BPMN constructs ranked by overall frequency. It

can be noticed only 4 constructs being common to more than 50% of the diagrams.15 Also, studies demonstrate that the level of errors in process

modeling with BPMN is still very high.16 This justification is valid also for any other language; it is not something specific or concrete of BPMN.

In this context, our objective is not to propose another general purpose SPML that includes all the aspects that other languages already have

(such as Software Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) or BPMN) to software process modeling. Our objective is to propose a language simple,

clear, and concise.

The framework we propose is named process lifecycle management for business software (PLM4BS) and, currently, it is a tool‐based and

MDE‐based framework for (a) process modeling and (b) process execution and orchestration in real business environments. Nonetheless, this paper

will focus on presenting how PLM4BS supports process modeling. The support of process execution and orchestration is published in García‐

García et al.17 Thus, PLM4BS opens lots of opportunities to improve MDE‐based process management (eg, simulation, monitoring, and continuous

improvement of processes, among other aspects). These elements are being already addressed in different lines of work.

Moreover, while designing PLM4BS, we also kept in mind its validation in real environments. In this sense, our research group, IWT2* (Web

Engineering and Early Testing) of the University of Seville (Spain), has and is having extensive experience in carrying through R&D projects in liai-

son with important public and private companies in Spain.† This context offers us opportunities to apply and validate PLM4BS. For instance,

PLM4BS has been validated in 2 ways. On the one hand, the theoretical basis of PLM4BS has enabled the development of EMPOWER platform,18

which is the result of a research and innovation project carried out by Servinform Company‡ together with our research group. This platform
*IWT2 research group. Website: http://www.iwt2.org

†IWT2 research group. Website (section of «Projects»): http://www.iwt2.org/en/projects/
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integrates the theoretical foundations of PLM4BS to apply advanced MDE techniques to improve the application of BPM in any business environ-

ments. It must be pointed out that it has been successfully applied to real situations (Andalusian Health Service, Department of Andalusian Public

Works, and Servinform Company, among others). On the other hand, the usefulness of PLM4BS has been validated during the definition and appli-

cation of NDTQ‐Framework (Navigational Development Techniques and Quality Framework)§,19 which offers a suitable and a global process‐

based solution for real applications of Navigational Development Techniques (NDT) methodology20 in R&D projects. Thanks to PLM4BS, NDTQ

Framework has been improved to include monitoring elements and execution information in NDT processes. These real projects have been used

to evaluate PLM4BS, such as is presented in Section 6.

Finally, after this introduction, this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our research question, which is followed by the research

method that tries to approach it. Then, Section 3 explains the theoretical principles of PLM4BS and its MDE‐based architecture, which is also cen-

tered on a formal process improvement lifecycle. Section 4 defines a model‐based solution for SPM, its semantic, and its concrete syntax using a

Unified Modeling Language (UML) profile. Later, Section 5 analyzes how PLM4BS has been technologically designed and developed. Subsequently,

Section 6 presents the evaluation of our approach, and Section 7 discusses the related work. Finally, Section 8 draws the conclusions from this

research and outlines our future lines of work.
2 | RESEARCH QUESTION AND METHODS

After presenting the context of this paper and our motivating scenario in the previous section, it is important to establish our hypothesis and

research question to define our proposal rigorously. Therefore, we formulate the following research questions: “Is it possible to bring BPM towards

software organizations and successfully combine MDE and BPM?” and “Is it possible to define a SPM language that contains concepts related to pro-

cesses execution, orchestration, and monitoring?.”

To answer these questions, this paper proposes a solution following methodological principles, as suggested by Hevner et al.21 Specifically,

this paper follows the Design Science Research Methodology22 that establishes 5 phases:
2.1 | Phase 1: problem identification and motivation

We approach this phase from 2 different points of view. On the one hand, we carry out a thorough systematic literature review (SLR) to collect

existing proposals related to our research question (ie, SPM proposals that have been suggested in the last decade). On the other hand, we pro-

pose a characterization scheme to assess the advantages and disadvantages of such model‐based proposals.

Firstly, our SLR is described in García‐Borgoñón et al.9 The conclusion we reach is that, at present, there is a great amount of proposals that

provide Process Modeling Languages (PMLs) to define software processes using different techniques such as petri‐nets, models, or programming

languages. This makes us reflect on the idea that there is no perfect language for process modeling. Each language has strong and weak points

depending on the requirements of each organization at a specific time (no modeling language is better than another at all times). In fact, the main

challenge for an organization is to choose the best and most suitable PML to meet its requirements. This is an important decision, and it should be

critical because once a specific PML is chosen, a very close dependency is created. If the company requires using another modeling language, it is

necessary to migrate the notation of each process model, that constitutes a complex and costly task in itself.

Secondly, once the large number of proposals is known (particularly, model‐based proposals, because it is the topic related to our research

question), it is interesting to establish a characterization scheme that allows us to evaluate and compare model‐based proposals objectively. This

scheme is compulsory because preliminary conclusions from our previous SLR confirm that many model‐based PMLs do not provide mechanisms

to support process execution, orchestration, and monitoring. Section 7 describes this characterization scheme and how it has been working on the

main model‐based proposals found out in literature.
2.2 | Phase 2: objective of the solution

This phase aims to develop a proposal with its own graphical notation for SPM, and it provides mechanisms to support process execution, orches-

tration, and monitoring. In this sense, we propose a flexible, easily extensible, scalable, practical, but highly semantic, model‐based language to

software modeling. Our PML is the basis of the PLM4BS framework. Process lifecycle management for business software is a tool‐based and

MDE‐based framework for (i) process modeling and (ii) process execution and orchestration in real enterprise environments.

However, because of this paper's limited extension, it just focuses on presenting how PLM4BS supports process modeling, as how it supports

process execution and orchestration has already been published in García‐García et al.17 Process lifecycle management for business software
‡Servinform Company. Website: http://www.servinform.es/

§NDTQ Framework19 defines around 30 processes to apply NDT methodology in real software environments. These processes are grouped into six categories: soft-

ware processes related to software development, testing, maintenance, quality management, security management, and software project management.
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opens lots of opportunities to improve MDE‐based process management (eg, simulation, monitoring, and continuous improvement of processes,

among other aspects) that are already being addressed in different future lines of works).

Finally, according to the results of the previous phase (ie, Phase 1: problem identification and motivation), our PML should be expressive, trace-

able to business process, amenable to automation, precise, platform‐independent, and comprehensible for all stakeholders. These features are cru-

cial to successfully apply PLM4BS in real environments.

2.3 | Phase 3: design and development

This phase involves 2 steps: first, designing a novel SPM metamodel and its associated semantic constraints as well as MDE‐based theoretical

bases of PLM4BS framework and secondly, developing PLM4BS suite, which is the tool to back up the application of our SPM metamodel and

to automate parts of PLM4BS framework.

2.4 | Phase 4: demonstration

This phase comprises the development of a PLM4BS suite software prototype that effectively shows that MDE mechanisms developed in PLM4BS

are amenable to friendly defined processes. In addition, the development of PLM4BS suite to define processes is the key point to identify other

important features like process simulation, monitoring or execution, and orchestration, among others. Finally, it is worth mentioning that our soft-

ware solution is platform‐independent because it is developed using standards such as UML.

2.5 | Phase 5: evaluation

We carry out different multiple‐case studies. These enable researchers to conduct an evaluation of PLM4BS based on 3 study cases (ie, 3 real pro-

jects with different companies) and taking into account several dimensions. In addition, these dimensions also allow us to compare PLM4BS with

other SPMLs in Section 7.

However, before proposing our dimensions, we have taken into account other comparative studies to establish appropriate criteria. Many

requirements related to PMLs have been identified in the literature.11,23-26 There is variability of criteria: from facilitating human understanding,

to analyzing processes, or to providing an automated execution support. After taking into account this references, we have selected most predom-

inant and common criteria (expressiveness, understandability, granularity), and we have included other ones (measurability, orchestrability, and

business rule definition) as core dimensions. In this context, we propose to use 6 dimensions whose mean is the following:

• Expressiveness. It establishes how much modeling constructs (human activities, machine activities, conditional, branches, parallel branches,

exception handling, products, and roles) are offered by a specific SPML.

• Understandability. One of the challenges in the field of BPM concerns the management of process models and its understandability,27 which is

considered, in this paper, as the ability to easily manage, read process flow without additional explanation. This evaluation is based on the use

of familiar metaphors, number of symbols, number of kind of structures used, and unstructured statements.

• Granularity. Many research studies demonstrate that reuse of concepts is a basic human psychological mechanism,28 which is also present

within software and technological organizations29 where the application of reuse mechanisms is very attractive in design and management

tasks. The reuse of proven conceptual models, such as process models, may provide an efficient means for successfully exerting that control.30

• Executability and orchestability. Although BPM has been successfully applied to many kinds of organizations, there are difficulties in many

companies when they have to be executed.31 Therefore, this feature seems to be critical and essential features in any proposal to manage

processes because companies are being driven by the need to extensively automate their processes.

• Measurability. Once the process is deployed and is being executed into a process engine, it is time to evaluate its effectiveness. This evalu-

ation provides a granular view of the overall productivity of each process, and it is based on the definition of key performance indicators

(KPIs). However, collecting and defining process‐related KPIs are the first prerequisites for holistic process management and form the basis

for consistent and continuous process optimization.32 For this purposes, the model‐based PML should support the definition of indicators

or metrics that help the process engineer to measure processes.

• Business rules. Process models mainly focus on the modeling of activities without taking into account aspects very important to support for

the remaining stages of the BPM lifecycle. One of these forgotten aspects is the definition of business rules when process engineer models

his/her processes.33 In practice, business rules play an indispensable role in the design and implementation of process models because they

could be extracted from laws, policies, procedures, etc. Business rules can be represented in an integrated manner (ie, using graphical mech-

anisms in a process model; such as graphical links or text annotations) or in a separated manner (ie, using separate documents or rule engines,

but the relations and connections of process models and the rules are not explicitly represented in the process models.33

A fact that reinforces the positive feedback obtained from our evaluation is that we have recently carried out a R&D project34

(named EMPOWER) whose goal is to deploy PLM4BS and its supporting tool in production to improve process management using MDE paradigm.



FIGURE 1 Theoretical architecture of process lifecycle management for business software based on model‐driven engineering and a process
improvement lifecycle
Thanks to this project, PLM4BS has been successfully applied to numerous real situations developed in different bodies such as Andalusian Health

Service, Department of Andalusian public works, and Servinform company, among others).
3 | THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF PLM4BS

Business process management can be considered a process‐oriented management strategy with a clear multidisciplinary nature that has condi-

tioned the appearance of different views, definitions, and perspectives of BP lifecycles and their continuous improvement.35-38 In this case, pro-

cess orchestration¶ is an aspect that has not been clearly defined, although the trend has been to simplify the definition and number of phases so

as to facilitate their application to different contexts. Nevertheless, this aspect is relevant because over the last decade, more companies (espe-

cially, software companies) use different interconnected tools to run their business processes.39 Therefore, it is deemed necessary and important

to support, in a theoretical way, process orchestration in BPM continuous improvement lifecycle.

Considering the aforementioned arguments, the architecture of PLM4BS is based on BP lifecycle which comprises 4 phases# as follows: (i)

modeling, (ii) execution and orchestration, (iii) monitoring, and (iv) continuous improvement. Such phases are also integrated into PLM4BS using

MDE to take advantage of the MDE benefits.40 Figure 1 conceptually shows the lifecycle of PLM4BS as well as the phases that are completely

and incompletely defined at this moment. The former is represented using continuous line (ie, (i) modeling and (ii) execution and orchestration),

whereas the latter are represented using dashed lines (ie, (iii) monitoring and (iv) continuous improvement). However, it is important to state again

that this paper is focused on describing the first phase of the lifecycle. Even though the second phase (execution and orchestration) is already fully

supported by PLM4BS,
17 it is not going to be explained in this paper because it may become too extensive. The third and fourth phases constitute

future work in which we are working at present. Below, the phases of our process improvement lifecycle are further described:

1. Modeling phase. At this phase, the process engineer can model and describe his/her BP in a structured manner (ie, identifying roles, activities,

deliverables generated during the process, or deliverables required, for instance). Process lifecycle management for business software
¶Process orchestration is understood in this paper as the centralized coordination of events that allows conditioning the evolution and execution of process flow.

#This paper offers a particular view of a lifecycle that is complementary to the others.35-38



proposes a metamodel to support this phase. This metamodel is explained in Section 4 and takes the form of a Meta‐Object Facility (MOF)

compliant** metamodel. It also follows the guidelines of ISO/IEC TR 24744 standard††.8

2. Execution and orchestration phase.17 Nowadays, this phase is critical and essential because companies are being driven by the need to exten-

sively automate their processes to execute and orchestrate them with enterprise management systems. At this moment, the process defined

by the process engineer at previous phase must be executed and orchestrated in a process engine (known as business process management

suite (BPMS)41). For this purpose, the process engineer must detail execution parameters as well as parameters for the communication and

integration with external systems.

Nevertheless, most BPMSs have inflexible PMLs, so these tools do not allow executing processes that have been defined conformed to

another PML.41 To solve this situation, PLM4BS provides MDE mechanisms to enable the execution of processes. Taking into account this pro-

cedure, the process engineer can detail execution and orchestration parameters.

On the one hand, PLM4BS defines an execution and orchestration metamodel. It also comes in the form of a MOF compliant metamodel that

complies with ISO/IEC TR 24744, too. This metamodel allows defining execution parameters to run the process into a BPMS, and it is systemat-

ically obtained using model‐to‐model (M2M) transformation rules from the process modeling metamodel. These rules have been also formalized

using Query/View/Transformation (QVT).42

On the other hand, a systematic and automatic transformation protocol has been defined to generate executable code from the cited execu-

tion metamodel. This protocol is based on model‐to‐text (M2T) transformation rules using MOFM2T.34 The process engineer should be able to

instance and run processes into any process engine when the process execution context is defined.

The execution metamodel and our transformation protocol will not be explained here, because they are out of the scope of this paper and it

would become too extensive. However, it is possible to find further information in García‐García et al.17

3. Monitoring phase. Once the process is deployed into a BPMS, it is time to evaluate its effectiveness. This evaluation provides a granular view

of the overall productivity of each process, and it is based on the definition of key performance indicators

In this case, PLM4BS provides 2 types of mechanisms to support this phase. Firstly, the process modeling metamodel includes concepts (such

as metric and indicator) that help the process engineer to measure processes. Indicators are defined during the modeling phase. Secondly, and

after identifying each indicator, PLM4BS defines a monitoring metamodel that includes elements to permit the process measurement. Process

lifecycle management for business software plans to generate this monitoring metamodel from metamodels defined into previous phases. Finally,

a set of M2T transformation rules is also defined in PLM4BS to generate a measurement database and code scripts to manage each defined

indicator.

Although this phase is not supported by PLM4BS yet, at present, we are working in this phase as future work. Basically, we are defining a

theoretical MDE‐based framework to support the monitoring phase of PLM4BS.
43

4. Continuous improvement phase. Finally, after evaluating process performance (through assessment indicators and metrics), an organization

should start an internal improvement process to achieve higher quality, efficiency, effectiveness, and performance levels during process exe-

cution. If necessary, the organization can iterate over our BPM lifecycle as many times as necessary to achieve business goals.

As explained above, this paper only solves the first phase (software process modeling phase). The remaining phases will be supported after

carrying out our future works, as it was mentioned in Section 1. Consequently, our SPM must take into account concrete concepts to make easier

process execution, orchestration, and monitoring, once modeled. In light of this, this paper proposes an initial mechanism to define indicators and

execution parameters.
4 | A MODEL‐BASED SOLUTION TO PROCESS MODELING: PLM4BS

This section presents our model‐based SPM language (Section 4.1), which also conforms to ISO/IEC 24744:2007. Then, a concrete syntax is

defined by means of UML profiles to use our language (Section 4.2) in real environments.

Our proposal is a simple, flexible, and highly semantic model‐based language to support the modeling phase shown in Figure 1. It could be

considered minimalist, but this feature could be interesting to apply and validate PLM4BS into different business environments (especially to soft-

ware organizations). Once PLM4BS is checked, it can be extended to include more semantic power in our PML. Besides, our research group is
**Meta‐Object Facility (MOF) is a set of standard interfaces that can be used to define and manipulate a group of interoperable metamodels and the corresponding

models.

††ISO/IEC TR 24744 presents guidelines that help to define process models so as to improve consistency and uniformity in their definition.



experienced and currently working in transferring scientific knowledge from the university to companies of different business contexts. These

opportunities and capabilities allow us to get valuable feedback to extend our proposal as well as consider new concepts in the process definition.

Additionally, we offer a simple and flexible language with several goals: (i) facilitate the application of MDE‐based mechanisms to PLM4BS, (ii)

reduce users' cognitive overload and decrease her/his learning curve when they are utilizing our SPM language, and (iii) allow the rapid application

of PLM4BS in real environments, and, especially, with non‐ICT users.

From a MDE perspective, this simplicity helps us to successfully apply our proposal to enterprise environments and open new research lines

related to testing and simulating running processes. This simplicity is not seen as a drawback because our proposal has extension mechanisms.

Moreover, our experience in transferring knowledge to companies confirms that naive MDE‐based solutions are more likely to succeed because

they enable designing and implementing transformation rules. For this reason, a simple language can help to generate an execution and orches-

tration process model.

In relation to usability, there are studies based on well‐established theories44 that have analyzed the cognitive overload of several languages

(eg, i*,45 BPMN,46 UML47). These studies justify that complex modeling languages increase user's cognitive overload and make the defined model

difficult to understand. This usability aspect has a major influence on users' efficiency when using a language.
FIGURE 2 Software process modeling metamodel of process lifecycle management for business software



4.1 | Defining a metamodel for SPM

Figure 2 shows our SPM language, once the preliminary aspects have been commented. It takes the form of a MOF compliant metamodel and

follows the guidelines defined in ISO/IEC 24744. Before going further, it is worth clarifying that the syntax used is not enough to semantically

define our metamodel. Consequently, we use Object Constraint Language (OCL)48 to add formal constraints that validate process models. All

our constraints will not be explained because of the scope of this paper, but they are described in García‐García.49 Nevertheless, as an illustrative

example, several constraints are explained in detail as follows.

The Process metaclass is the main metaclass in our software process modeling metamodel. It can have associated business variables and a set

of ordered ProcessElements to produce results or products.

On the one hand, a process can have business variables. This concept is a key element to select the next activity to execute, because it pro-

vides indirect data flow paths when a Conditional node is reached and it is made up of building blocks to define business rules in the process. Busi-

ness variables are metamodeled using BusinessVar metaclass, which allows defining and initializing variables associated with 1 process (this

relationship is established through aggregation relationships between Process metaclass and BusinessVar metaclass).

On the other hand, a process is composed of a set of ordered ProcessElements. ProcessElement metaclass represents any element of the pro-

cess workflow. This metaclass has been specialized in 2 metaclasses: ControlElement and Activity. The former defines the process control elements,

which allow establishing the process structure and its different paths from the start node to the end node. The latter represents an action that

should be executed to develop the process. It can update the value of any business variable defined in the process when Activity has been

completed.

ControlElement metaclass includes type property that allows to distinguish among diverse kinds of control elements. In this sense, we consider

(i) InitialElement, which is the first activity of the process and the entry point to the sequence of remaining activities (it is crucial because in runtime,

the initial activity is treated differently than other activities, and it is assigned a special behavior, as it is considered the current context of the pro-

cess); (ii) FinalElement, which is the last activity of the process and the exit point; (iii) Conditional, which enables creating disjoint branches of the

workflow; and (iv) Fork or Join, which allows starting and ending parallel branches on the workflow, respectively. Users can model considerable

complex processes from this set of concepts.

A ProcessElement must be linked to another ProcessElement so as to build the process workflow. This association is named Link in our

metamodel. However, the syntax used in this association is not enough to semantically define semantic constraints during process modeling. Con-

sequently, defining OCL constraints fills semantic gaps. Table 1 shows an example to control the number of links that an instance of

ControlElement metaclass can have.

Activity metaclass represents an action that should be executed to develop the process and is specialized in 3 metaclasses: (i)

OrchestrationActivity, which represents an orchestration activity (ie, an activity performed by a machine); (ii) ComplexActivity, which allows includ-

ing a process within another process; and (iii) HumanActivity, which represents an activity that someone performs. These metaclasses contain

ProcessElement metaclass properties, although they include other properties. HumanActivity metaclass sets the position of someone who carries

out the activity (responsible position property). OrchestrationActivity metaclass has URI, which reveals the identifier of the resource or service

accessed by the activity, and type, which sets the type of orchestration activity (types are defined in MachineActivityType enumeration).

OrchestrationActivity metaclass provides a mechanism to indicate script execution, service call, and messaging.

To include a process within another process, it is necessary to define a ComplexActivity in the process and associate both of them

(associatedWith metaclass association). The aforementioned granularity goal is supported through this relationship, because it allows us to launch

and invoke a process from another process.
TABLE 1 Object Constraint Language constraint of ControlElement metaclass

context ControlElement inv:
if (self.type = Conditional) then
self.oclAsType(ProcessElement).incoming➔size() >= 1 and
self.oclAsType(ProcessElement).outgoing➔size() >= 2
else if (self.type = Fork) then
self.oclAsType(ProcessElement).incoming➔size() >= 1 and
self.oclAsType(ProcessElement).outgoing➔size() >= 1
else if (self.type = Join) then
self.oclAsType(ProcessElement).incoming➔size() >= 1 and
self.oclAsType(ProcessElement).outgoing➔size() = 1
else if (self.type = InitialElement) then
self.oclAsType(ProcessElement).incoming➔size() = 0 and
self.oclAsType(ProcessElement).outgoing➔size() = 1
else
self.oclAsType(ProcessElement).incoming➔size() > 0 and
self.oclAsType(ProcessElement).outgoing➔size() = 0
endif endif endif endif



As previously indicated, business variables can be updated in any process activity. This requirement is met through the updateBusinessVar

association, which has a single attribute.

The use of variables provides indirect data flow paths from the point where a value is written in the variable to all the points where the value

is read. In consequence, the Conditional node (ControlElement metaclass) is the node where variables are checked to select the next action to be

performed. It is possible to check [1..*] status variables in 1 Conditional node. The checking action is represented by an association (named

checkBusinessVar) class relationship between ControlElement metaclass and BusinessVar metaclass, but it is necessary to supervise that the

ControlElement metaclass has Conditional type. This constraint is reviewed through several OCL constraints.

Anyway, comparison_value property and logic_operator property must be set at checkBusinessVar association. Nowadays, the available logic

operators are equal and nonequal. The result is calculated using the equation below, when the process model can be executable and a Conditional

node checks a collection (C) of n variables:

Result Cð Þ ¼ ⋀ni¼1 Ci initValueVarð Þ Ci logicOperatorð Þ Ci comparisonValueð Þf g

where:

• Ci is the ith checked variable.

• Ci(initValueVar) is the initial value of Ci variable.

• Ci(logicOperator) is the selected logic operator to evaluate Ci variable. It can be equal or nonequal.

• Ci(comparisonValue) is the value used to compare the initial value of Ci variable.

Moreover, 1 stakeholder must at least be connected to HumanActivity to perform it. Stakeholder metaclass represents a system or a role that

can be either participant or responsible, but cannot perform both roles (our metamodel shows this constraint using XOR logical operator between

isParticipant and isResponsible associations). We have considered these 2 kinds of stakeholders involved in running an activity, because in software

companies, there are many work teams including a large amount of members, and each of them cooperate in developing activities depending on

the involvement degree. They differ in that participants can complete some aspects of the product (which are produced by the activity), but they

cannot complete the activity without being authorized by the responsible member, who can fulfill the activity to continue the process actions

sequence.

Product metaclass represents the product obtained as a result when Process is executed, or as an entry product. In this sense, Product can be

typed as an input, an output, or an input/output product of Process. Our metamodel shows this constraint using XOR logical operator among hasI,

hasO, and hasIO associations. In addition, Process has at least 1 Product (this constraint is described within our metamodel through cardinality

between Process and Product metaclasses).

Product is associated with Process, even though it may be generated by an activity, if completed. Moreover, the number of output Products

linked to Process must coincide with the total number of Products generated from all activities conforming Process. In addition, HumanActivity

that is part of Process must produce Product. This constraint cannot be expressed within our metamodel because the syntax used is not sufficient

to semantically define this constraint. Thus, we use OCL to describe it (see Table 2).

Finally, establishing preliminary mechanisms for measuring some properties of a process is essential to continuously improve a software pro-

cess. As it will be mentioned later, enhancing this aspect of our lifecycle is 1 of our next future lines of work. Meanwhile, we have included metric

and indicator concepts in our metamodel to achieve this goal. Metric metaclass defines the quantitative measure of the extent to which a process
TABLE 2 Object Constraint Language constraint of the Process metaclass

context Process inv:
let totalProducts: Integer = self.output➔size()
let activitiesColl: SortedSet =
self.ProcessElement➔select(oclIsTypeOf(HumanActivity))

‐‐Each product must have been generated by one of
‐‐the HumanActivities that is part of the Process

self.output‐>forAll (p1: Product|
activitiesColl➔exist (a: HumanActivity|
a.Product➔exist (p2: Product|p1 = p2)))
and
‐‐The number of output Products of the Process must match
‐‐the total number of Products generated from all
‐‐ HumanActivities that are part of the Process

totalProducts =
activitiesColl➔iterate(a: HumanActivity; acc:Integer=0|
acc + a.Product‐>size())



FIGURE 3 Unified Modeling Language profile of process lifecycle management for business software metamodel for software process modeling



contains a given attribute (ie, it is a handle or guess about a given attribute). Indicator metaclass is used to compare a metric (or measure) with a

target value. It enables measuring a concrete metric objectively, and it constitutes a basis for a scorecard. This metaclass defines the value interval

on which the metric is evaluated.
4.2 | Defining a concrete syntax

Using a metamodel for process modeling guarantees uniformity, formalized terminology, and correct definition. However, if a suitable tool is not

defined, maintenance can result to complex and expensive in enterprise environments.50

Consequently, it is required to offer a tool‐based mechanism and start with wondering how user can instance our software process modeling

metamodel. In this sense, Object Management Group proposes to define concrete syntaxes in 2 perspectives,51 either to define a new language

(UML alternative) or to extend UML. Each of these alternatives hides advantages and disadvantages. Defining a new ad hoc language allows

greater expressiveness and correspondence with concepts of particular application domain, like getting a tailored suit. Nevertheless, even if these

new ad hoc languages are described with MOF, the failure to comply with the standard UML complicates the application of these languages and

the management of their concepts in a natural way.

We have chosen to define concrete syntax through UML profiles because they provide a flexible and usable mechanism for adapting our

metamodel to enterprise environments. In fact, UML is a well‐known standard with many successful cases.52 In addition, using UML profiles pro-

vides great flexibility, expressiveness, and a generic extension mechanism for building UML models in particular domains. This option also allows

defining a collection of UML extensions that together describe some particular modeling problems and facilitate modeling constructions in that

domain. Unified Modeling Language extension mechanisms are based on (i) stereotype, defining the elements of a specific domain to extend

UML metaclasses from them; (ii) tagged value, adding extra meta‐attributes to any stereotyped element defined in the profile; and (iii) constraint,

identifying the conditions of the stereotyped elements to create well‐defined models and extrapolate constraints (defined in the metamodel) to

the profile. Figure 3 shows the UML profile associated with our metamodel (2 types of triangles are used: the dark triangle denotes UML extension

mechanism, and the clear triangle represents UML inheritance mechanism).

To define our UML profile, we have defined 1 stereotype per element of our SPM metamodel and we have used different UML2.5

metaclasses to extend each of them (Table 3).
5 | SUPPORTING TOOL: PLM4BS SUITE

One of the most important aspects to ensure the applicability of PLM4BS in real environments is to design and develop software tools that back

up our theoretical framework in a friendly way. These tools should allow using our UML profile as well as automatic verifications of our OCL

semantic constraints in runtime.
TABLE 3 Relationship between stereotypes and UML2.5 metaclass

UML2.5 Metaclass Stereotypes Comments

“Association” “updateBusinessVar,” “checkBusinessVar,” “isParticipant,”
“isResponsible,” “generates,” “hasI,” “hasO,” “defines,”
“produces,” “hasIO,” “generates,” “isComposedBy,”
“measuredBy,” “associatedWith”

It specifies a semantic relationship that can occur among typed
instances and confirms that instances of the associated types
can be linked.

“Artifact” “Product,” “Metric,” and “Indicator” It represents an item of information that is either used or
produced by a software development process or by a system
operation.

“Activity” “Process” It is a Behavior specified as a sequence of subordinated units, using
control and data flow model.

“ActivityNodes” “ProcessElement” They are used to model the individual steps in the behavior
specified by an Activity of UML.

“ControlNodes” “ControlElement” They act as traffic switches managing the information flow across
ActivityEdges” (UML metaclass).

“ExecutableNodes” “Activity” They carry out the desired behavior of an “Activity” of UML.

“ControlFlow” “Link” It is used to explicitly sequence the execution of ActivityNodes. In
consequence, we use this metaclass because (i) it bridges the
flow between “ActivityNode” nodes and (ii) it can define Guard
(ie, a condition that must be true before control passes along
that activity edge).

“Variable” “BusinessVar” It allows supporting indirect data flow paths from the point at
which a value is written in the Variable to all the points at which
the value is read from the “Variable.”

“Actor” “Stakeholder” It specifies a role played by a user or any other system that
interacts with the subject.



FIGURE 4 Software components of process lifecycle management for business software
The main issue to design and develop the supporting tool of PLM4BS is to decide whether we need to develop our own modeling tool or we

need to use any other modeling tool as reference (such as Enterprise Architect53 (EA) or START UML,54 among others) where the functionality of

PLM4BS is deployed.

Definitively, EA is chosen to integrate itself the functionality of PLM4BS to provide a professional working space. Enterprise Architect is a

well‐known tool in business environments, so PLM4BS could be more likely to be accepted and used in companies, if it is well integrated into EA.

However, making this decision has not been an easy task. We carried out several market studies‡‡ in collaboration with the Andalusian

Regional Ministry of Culture, Education and Sport (Spain). These studies compared 9 modeling tools to identify the best one to conduct our

research about technology transfer issues. This comparative considered (i) UML2.0 extension mechanisms (ie, a tool must allow developing and

designing UML profiles), (ii) MDE mechanisms (ie, a tool must support mechanisms or algorithms to systematically generate models from other

models), (iii) automatic and flexible generation of documentation, (iv) management of big project lifecycles, (v) usefulness for the entire software

lifecycle, and (vi) compatibility with UML2.0.

Once finished, we concluded that EA offered the best value for money in the evaluated points. Another reason that led us towards using this

tool instead of another was the fact that EA is widely used in a large number of IWT2 projects,19,55,56 and it is well known by most customers and

partners. All these reasons made us finally choose EA. Nonetheless, it is important to emphasize that PLM4BS can be implemented by any model-

ing tool that manages UML and extension mechanisms as it is possible to migrate models among modeling tools (whenever they provide import

and export options in the XMI format).

Therefore, and as introduced above, PLM4BS is designed and developed using plugins on EA. In this sense, PLM4BS is composed of 4 software

components (see Figure 4).

The first one is graphical user interface, which comprises specific user interfaces to friendly instance each concept of our SPM metamodel (see

Figure 2) using the UML profile shown in the previous section. This UML profile for SPM is the second component of PLM4BS. The theoretical def-

inition of this UML profile was described in the previous section, but it is necessary to implement it in a specific tool to instance each concept of

our SPM metamodel. For this purpose, EA provides mechanisms (named MDG Technologies§§) for defining UML profile based on XMI format.

Figure 5A shows part of our UML profile that was implemented using EA. The complete diagram does not appear because of its dimension and

the fact that it neither provides any relevant nor new information related to Figure 3. In addition, Figure 5B shows the final toolbox¶¶ of PLM4BS

suite in EA.

The third and fourth components of PLM4BS are Constraint Control Engine and Transformation Rules Engine, which execute each OCL semantic

constraints to ensure building well‐formed models and execute each M2M and M2T transformation rules among models, respectively. Regarding

the fourth component, it is important to remember that this paper is focused on the first phase of our process lifecycle (modeling phase; Figure 1)

and does not define transformation rules, which are identified in the execution and orchestration phase17 (the second phase of our process

lifecycle; see Section 3). Thus, it is relevant to show the Transformation Rules Engine component to present all the software components of

PLM4BS.
‡‡These market studies were written in Spanish. Even though they were not published, they can be consulted in www.iwt2.org.

§§The mechanism offered by EA to define UML profiles is named MDG Technologies. This functionality allows users to extend EA's modeling capabilities to specific

domains and notations. MDG Technologies seamlessly plug into EA to provide additional toolboxes, UML profiles, patterns, templates, and other modeling resources.

¶¶Toolbox is a panel of icons used to create elements and connectors on a diagram into EA. Within the Toolbox, related elements and connectors are organized into

pages, which in turn contain the elements or connectors used for a particular type of diagram. When a diagram is opened (for instance, a diagram of PLM4BS suite), the

Toolbox automatically provides the element and relationship pages corresponding to the type of diagram.

http://www.iwt2.org


FIGURE 5 Part of our Unified Modeling Language profile implemented using Enterprise Architect
6 | PLM4BS EVALUATION

To assess the applicability of PLM4BS and its features, we carried out a multiple‐case study with 3 cases, that is presented in the following sub-

sections. This section does not aim to conduct a full experiment, and it does not pretend to be exhaustive, because it is out of the scope of this

paper, but introduce insights, issues, and ideas for an evaluation with statistical significance. Our purpose is to present a multiple‐case study,

gather initial data to validate our proposal, and obtain initial evidence to demonstrate the benefits of the approach.
6.1 | Case study research process

The evaluation of PLM4BS has been carried out for 2 years and following the case study research method proposed in Runeson et al.57 This

method is presented in Figure 6 and defines 3 phases: (i) design case study; (ii) plan, collect, and analyze; and (iii) joint analysis and report.
FIGURE 6 Method of our multiple‐case study



On the one hand, it is necessary to define our evaluation context and design our case study. In this sense, this case study aims to evaluate

PLM4BS for SPM and its supporting tool within real environments. In this context, together with the theoretical framework described in previous

sections, the objective of this case study is to empirically review PLM4BS for SPM in expressiveness, understandability, granularity, measurability,

orchestrability, and business rules definition. This objective is further divided into several research questions that are presented in Section 6.2.

About case selection, we initially selected 3 cases: (i) neurological service of Andalusian Health and Social Welfare Service (AHSWS) in Spain,

where PLM4BS was applied to adapt the e‐Health Web platform of AHSWS to a software architecture based on processes and clinical interna-

tional standards; (ii) Public Works Agency (PWA) of the Andalusian Regional Government (Spain), where PLM4BS was applied to define adminis-

trative processes related to public works contracts and maintenance services of infrastructures58; and (iii) Web Engineering and Early Testing

(IWT2) group of the University of Seville (Spain), which used PLM4BS within the NDTQ Framework (NDTQF) project19 to define 6 groups of soft-

ware processes (related to software development, testing, maintenance, quality management, security management, and software project

management).

These study cases were selected for 3 main reasons: (i) evaluation of PLM4BS in different domains, (ii) interest of organizations in either

improving processes and management for their involvement in a quality certification process or adopting widely acknowledge good practices,

and (iii) availability of data sources and subjects' willingness to cooperate. As a result, the data collection protocol was designed by defining the

desired data to be collected and the type of analysis to be performed and establishing a plan to address the following steps of the study.

As the second phase of our case study research method is concerned, it was necessary to plan, collect, and analyze the results. For this pur-

pose, 3 steps were followed. Firstly, it was necessary to plan data collection, that implies different activities depending on the case. Such activities

included (i) identification of the archival data available that could be provided to the researchers for analysis, (ii) the preparation of material, and (iii)

subsequent training of 1 of the cases' participants for the definition of process models using PLM4BS and its supporting tool for process modeling.

Besides, the second phase was also required to collect evidences. In this sense, we considered the use of data collection techniques from the 3

degrees defined in Lethbridge et al59: direct methods consisting of interviews and independent analysis of already available work artifacts. To

store the data collected, we used spreadsheets to facilitate their posterior analysis. Then, we carried out a deductive analysis of collected data.

The activities performed involved different types of qualitative analyses, inspired by the process for qualitative data analysis introduced in

Runeson.57 They were complemented by some quantitative analyses based on descriptive statistics. There were 3 researchers who conducted

the analyses, to reduce bias by individual researchers (2 researchers analyze data, and then, their individual results were merged and discussed

by both of them together with an additional one).

Finally, the last phase of our case study research method was to provide a joint analysis and report where we described conclusions, results,

and limitations of PLM4BS as well as elaborated the final report.
6.2 | Design the case study

The established objective for our multiple‐case study was conceived into different research questions (RQ) as follows:

• RQ1 (expressiveness) To what extent is PLM4BS capable for modeling users' processes and their needs in activities (human, complex, and

orchestration activities##), conditional and parallel branches, exception handling, products, and roles? Were there some processes that could

not be modeled by PLM4BS?

• RQ2 (granularity) Can users model their processes with the level of detail they need?

• RQ3 (understandability) How well or easily can users understand (read and model) their processes using PLM4BS? Does PLM4BS offer familiar

metaphors to represent modeling concepts? What are the experiences and user feedback?

• RQ4 (measurability) In what way does PLM4BS recommend users that they should use key perform indicators associated with the process or

activities of the process?

• RQ5 (orchestrability) To what extent is PLM4BS capable for expressing automatic events or calls to other software components (such as

services or code scripts, for instance)?

• RQ6 (business rules) How well can users indicate business rules to condition indirect data flow paths during the process modeling taking into

account, for instance, results of an orchestration activity?

Regarding the 3 selected cases, Table 4 summarizes the context and scope of each study case in involved subjects and evaluated objects. This

information was collected after doing different previous interviews with the staff responsible of each project. On the one hand, the involved sub-

jects in each study case have been categorized as manager role (MR, who is responsible for overseeing and leading the work of a group of people

in the evaluated project) and technical tole (TR, who has usually business and technical knowledge within the organization). On the other hand,

evaluated objects are related to the processes that have been considered in our study. Especially, we show number of evaluated processes, num-

ber of gateways, and number of activities included in each process (both ones are metrics of the size and complexity of each process).
##Section 4.1 describes these concepts and their differences.



TABLE 4 Context of our case studies

AHSWS PWA NDTQF

Evaluated objects # Total processes 2 4 28 34
# Total activities 64 132 351 423
# Total gateways 17 33 49 99

Involved subjects MR 2 2 1 8
TR 1 2 1

Abbreviations: MR, manager role; TR, technical role.
Process lifecycle management for business software was within the soaADAPT project60 in the case of the neurological service of AHSWS. It

aimed to adapt the e‐Health Web platform of AHSWS to SOA‐based process architecture to allow better modularity, independence, maintainabil-

ity, and reusability of developed services. It mainly consisted in establishing MDE‐based mechanisms to combine a clinical process model and

health care data standards.61,62 Process lifecycle management for business softwarewas used to model 2 health care processes within the

soaADAPT project: managing the emergency telephone service and medical visits of patients with spinal cord injury. Both processes amounted

64 activities in total (among human, complex and orchestration activities) and 17 gateways. This study case was composed by 3 involved subjects:

2 managers involved in this case were linked to end users (managers are responsible for continuous improvement) and 1 technician in charge of

modeling both healthcare processes using PLM4BS.

Moreover, PLM4BS was also applied within the context of the THOT project58 in the PWA of the Andalusian Regional Government. It aimed

to define a MDE‐based environment for managing agile documentary records (associated with contracting services for transport and infrastructure

constructions) and improve the administration of these records as well as their integration into enterprise content management systems. For this

purpose, it was necessary to model 4 administrative processes related to concessions of public contracts in public infrastructure, assignments of

services in public infrastructures, and concessions of public construction contracts. These processes consisted of 132 activities and 33 gateways.

This study case was composed by 4 involved subjects: 2 manager, who was responsible for the project and its execution, and 2 technicians who

were in charge of modeling, using PLM4BS, the 4 administrative processes of the THOT project.

Similarly, PLM4BS was used within the NDTQF project19 that was carried out to offer a MDE‐based solution to improve the application of

NDT methodology20 in R&D projects. For this purpose, PLM4BS was used to define 28 software processes related to software development, soft-

ware testing, software maintenance, software quality management, security management, and software project management. These processes

comprised 351 activities and 49 gateways. This study case was composed by 2 involved subjects: 1 manager role and 1 technical role.

As data collection protocol is concerned, interviews and some available archival data were the initially defined data sources, according to the

information available at that moment. Later on, they were explained and extended during the study cases, as detailed in the following section.
6.3 | Plan and data collection

Planning data collection and actual collection were performed by means of iterative cycles. We applied data collection techniques from the 3

degrees defined in Lethbridge et al.59 Below, we describe them in data type. The degree is specified in parenthesis. In addition, it is important

to mention that 2 researchers (PLM4BS experts) carried out the data collection to minimize the possible subjectivity of this manual task.
6.3.1 | Process models previously defined (third degree)

Andalusian Health and Social Welfare Service was the unique organization that uses BPMN to model some of its processes. Especially, AHSWS

only uses BPMN to model administrative processes and not health care processes because BPMN was very complicated to understand by doctors

according to indications of manager in that organization. In addition, it was very hard to connect and combine BPMN with health care data models

(which complied with different clinical international standards61,62).

Consequently, these health care processes were only used in a documentary way and not in everyday life. Public Works Agency and NDTQF

modeled their processes (previously to this paper) using nonstandard notations like ad hoc table‐based notations written in a natural language. All

these available data were collected, and the process models were remodeled using PLM4BS, if necessary.
6.3.2 | Process models defined using PLM4BS (second and third degrees)

The definition of the provided process models using PLM4BS involved different roles depending on the unit. In AHSWS, the 2 health care pro-

cesses were modeled by the technician with the supervision and support of the member responsible for processes and continuous improvement.

In PWA, the technicians modeled the 4 administrative processes using PLM4BS.

For this purpose, the 2 PLM4BS experts had to explain some BPM principles to each technician throughout several previous meetings. In

NDTQF, 1 technician was in charge of modeling 28 software processes taking into account initial lessons concerning the use of PLM4BS offered

by experts.



TABLE 5 Summary of the characteristics of process models of each case study

AHSWS PWA NDTQF

# Human activities 37 95 287 419

# Complex activities 2 37 7 46

# Orchestration activities 25 5 57 87

# Paths ≈ 34 ≈ 21 ≈ 112 ≈ 151

# Business variables 7 3 13 23

# Business rules 3 5 17 25

# Indicators 2 0 84 86
6.3.3 | Interviews (first degree)

Direct methods for collecting data were used in 3 of the cases. During this phase, interviews were conducted for other researcher (PLM4BS

experts) than one who conducted the data collection. In this context, the researcher presented the final process models during interviews in dif-

ferent levels (firstly with managers and later with the technician of each project). This was a semistructured interview, similar to a discussion. The

most interesting facts and important answers were written down by 1 of the researchers in the form of notes that were later sent to the inter-

viewer for validation. They allowed us to know expressiveness‐related limitations and understandability‐related weaknesses in PLM4BS.

Although interviews were similar to a discussion, these ones are semistructured to not introduce subjective information into the analysis of

the results. Below, the interview guidelines used by PLM4BS are described in detail.

On the one hand, interviews contain questions about statistical information related to the different concepts used when the metamodel of

PLM4BS is instanced. This information has been categorized in (i) number of human, complex, and orchestration activities; (ii) number of different

paths within process models; (iii) number of business variables, which are used to build business rules; (iv) number of business rules; and (v) number

of metrics and/or indicators, which are used to measure the process or its activities.

This information is obtained after modeling each process in each study case. This modeling is carried out by each technical role involved.

Modeling mistakes (erroneous or ambiguous definitions) introduced by technicians along their processes have to be reviewed. Specifically,

PLM4BS experts note each mistake with the PLM4BS concepts that were incorrectly used in the model. This information together with the results

of interviews was used to identify the notation constructs that presented more problems in relation to understandability and correctness.

On the other hand, the changes undergone by the process in the graphically defined process models are analyzed during the interviews

regarding our 6 aforementioned dimensions (expressiveness, understandability, granularity, measurability, orchestrability, and business rules

definition).
6.4 | Analysis of collected data

We carried out a deductive analysis to conduct this study. This entails that categories of analysis are imposed prior to data collection. The main

categories of analysis in our multiple‐case study (expressiveness, understandability, granularity, measurability, orchestrability, and business rules

definition) match with the 6 research questions raised (see Section 6.2). Next, the specific actions accomplished during this analysis are detailed.

We have tried to publish the models of each case study. However, we have found inconveniences on each organism because of the confidentiality

of the data.*** Anyway, below, we describe the main characteristics of these processes to present our conclusions, results, and limitations in

Section 6.5.

Firstly, the whole set of process models of the different cases was reviewed to check whether all of them could be defined or not with

PLM4BS. For those process models that could not be defined with PLM4BS, the reasons that prevented their definition were identified and cat-

egorized according to limitations of PLM4BS and missing or ambiguous information. Whenever possible, clarification and provision of missing

information were required to the roles involved in process modeling.

Secondly, descriptive statistics (previously described at the ending of Section 6.3) were applied to obtain information related to the different

concepts used when the metamodel of PLM4BS is instanced. Table 5 shows this information following the used interview guide (which is

described in Section 6.3).

Finally, each process model has been analyzed by means of the information obtained from the evolution of the 3 case studies. The data col-

lected during the interviews were analyzed to draw conclusions regarding our 6 aforementioned dimensions (which have been previously

described). Particularly, 2 researchers (PLM4BS experts) analyzed the interviews and coded them according to these categories. The coded data

were stored in tables together with references to the data source to ensure full traceability and maintenance of a chain of evidences. These tables

were then used to identify results across data sources and cases, merging the results obtained by the 2 researchers and discussing them with the
***If reader wants to see these models, s/he could request it to authors who will request the permissions to the organism to be able to send it.



third researcher. In addition, the preliminary results from the study, including the interview, were presented back to each role involved in each case

study. Their opinions were collected, and any misinterpretation was corrected. Final conclusions were based on all the gathered information.

6.5 | Results and limitations

This section presents the results identified after the analysis of the collected data. We structure the findings according to the 6 categories corre-

sponding to the research questions posed in Section 6.2.

6.5.1 | RQ1 (expressiveness)

After the analysis of the collected data, only 1 limitation related to the creation of exception paths into process models was found in PLM4BS.

Process lifecycle management for business software does not support this functionality yet, but we are already working on this topic to extend

our SPM metamodel and PLM4BS suite. However, technicians involved in each case study tried modeling exception paths combining normal path

(ie, ControlElement metaclasses) and business rules (which were not well defined after being reviewed by the PLM4BS experts involved). In fact,

the rate of exception paths was 15.5%, 35.8%, and 9% in AHSWS, PWA, and NDTQF, respectively. These figures highlight the need to provide

efficient, friendly, and effective mechanisms to define exception paths in process models. This implementation is 1 of our priority future works.

6.5.2 | RQ2 (granularity)

Each technician who could define processes with the level of detail required was able to successfully overcome this aspect. However, a third of

the interviewed technicians responded that the graphical notation to represent a subprocess was not the best one as it seemed to be another task

of the process. This aspect is addressed in the next paragraph (see Section 6.5.3.).

6.5.3 | RQ3 (understandability)

The first applications of PLM4BS revealed a couple of drawbacks related to the extent to which users understand (read and model) their processes

using PLM4BS or if PLM4BS offers familiar metaphors to represent its modeling concepts. Firstly, most of interviewed experts commented that it

could be interesting to improve the graphical notation of Indicator metaclass of our metamodel (see Figure 2) when an Indicator is instanced. At

present, the graphical notation of this metaclass is very similar to that of an UML class, making it difficult to understand these process models at a

glance. Secondly, some manager roles do not know how to distinguish each type of orchestration activity (ie, script execution, service call, and

messaging; see Section 4.1) because, at present, PLM4BS uses the same graphical notation to represent any kind of orchestration activity (a rect-

angle with the image of a computer in a corner to symbolize that it is an activity executed by a computer). This fact makes it difficult to distinguish

between kinds of orchestration at a glance. Finally, the third restriction has been mentioned above (see Section 6.5.2.).

In these cases, PLM4BS was improved to include graphical notations closer to their purpose. For example, Indicator metaclass is graphically

represented with the icon of a bevel to symbolize a measurement. After these implementations, users (ie, organizations' employees and

researchers) were able to read and validate their process models reported during the interviews. Furthermore, more than 82% considered that

these graphical improvements were right.

6.5.4 | RQ4 (measurability)

After the analysis of the collected data, a couple of weak points were uncovered regarding how PLM4BS supports the definition of key perform

indicators (KPI). At present, PLM4BS allows defining KPI in a textual way and later associating them to processes or activities using the

measuredBy of our metamodel (see Figure 2). Nowadays, the main problem of PLM4BS (which is commented by each interviewed role) is that this

textual definition of KPI is not enough to automatically execute, understand, and maintain indicators. This definition of KPI is the first step to gen-

erate an executable model from this textual definition, but it is necessary to provide mechanisms for defining other parameters, such as mathe-

matical formulas, to apply each KPI or units of measure, for instance. Overcoming this limitation of PLM4BS is important for us, being in fact

the objective of the third phase of our process lifecycle (monitoring phase; see Figure 1). At present, a PhD student, whose doctoral thesis is defin-

ing a theoretical MDE‐based framework to support the monitoring phase of PLM4BS,
43 is carrying on with the intended study of PLM4BS.

6.5.5 | RQ5 (orchestrability)

This RQ is related to how PLM4BS allows expressing automatic events or calls to other software components (such as services or code scripts,

among others). This aspect was partially overcome by each technician because they were only able to indicate the name and description of each

orchestration activity of their process models. More than 60% technicians were missing how they must define the execution context of their

orchestration activities (eg, URL of services or input data). We explained them that this comment is not really a limitation of PLM4BS because

the evaluation performed in this paper aims to validate and evaluate the process modeling language of PLM4BS. The definition of the execution

context of each orchestration activity has been carried out in the second phase of our process lifecycle (execution and orchestration phase; see

Figure 1) which is described in detail in García‐García et al.17 After carrying out interviews with managers and technicians and keeping in mind that

the execution and orchestration phase of PLM4BS is out of the scope of this paper, we explained this second phase to everyone and they were

very interested in evaluating it. As a result, we are already planning and designing an experiment as a new forthcoming work.



6.5.6 | RQ6 (business rules)

After the analysis of the collected data, a couple of limitations were detected in PLM4BS and the notation was consequently improved.

On the one hand, the first problem was related to the creation of variables and building business rules (using existent variables) because most

managers and technicians do not understand suitably the visual representation (ie, syntaxes of this representation) implemented in PLM4BS suite

and our UML profile. At the beginning, the updateBusinessVar and checkBusinessVar metaclasses were defined as simple UML associations

between instances of BusinessVar and Activity, and BusinessVar and ControlElement metaclasses, respectively (with their specific properties

according to our SPM metamodel). This kind of graphical notation (direct associations among elements) proves to be confusing when the process

diagram is drawn. It is also very impractical when PLM4BS is widely used to continuously define large processes. Therefore, PLM4BS was improved

for users to facilitate the creation of variables and the elaboration of business rules. For this purpose, new intuitive graphical user interfaces were

designed and developed in PLM4BS similar to assistant wizards. Today, users can create variables or business rules with wizards, and PLM4BS is

internally responsible for producing and exemplifying each necessary metaclass according to the metamodel shown in Figure 2.

On the other hand, the second problem reported by technician was related to the available logic operators to define business rules. This lim-

itation was mainly reported by technicians involved in AHSWS case. As mentioned in Section 4.1, PLM4BS uses equal and nonequal to compare

the value of a business variable with another value. This catalog of operators does not seem to be enough to model complex business rules, as it

happened in AHSWS (for example, some managers considered it necessary to have mathematical operators such as minor, major, or minor than).

This improvement will constitute 1 of our priority future works.
6.6 | Threats to validity

In this section, we discuss possible threats to our evaluation of PLM4BS (see Figure 6). There are always limitations and threats to the validity to all

studies, and so also for our case study. To discuss some possible threats, we organize this section in several sections: (a) threats to selection of case

studies, (b) threats to data extraction, (c) threats to generalization of results, and (d) threats to conclusions.
6.6.1 | Threats to selection of case studies

Threats to the selection of case studies deal with possible limitations of the case studies themselves. In the beginning, we only evaluate our pro-

posal in a business context: the NDTQF project. Two subjects (1 manager role and 1 technical role) were involved in this study case, and, in addi-

tion, they had software background. This situation could cause an important bias in the use of PLM4BS, so we evaluated many software processes

in the NDTQF project to minimize the impact of this situation on our evaluation. However, we thought it was not enough because most of these

software processes could be categorized within the same kind of process (ie, methodological processes).

To mitigate this threat, we selected 2 new projects (PWA and AHSWS) to include them in the evaluation of our proposal. This decision was

performed by us for several reasons: (i) evaluation of PLM4BS in different business domains where involved subjects have not software engineer-

ing background, (ii) incorporate in our study another kind of processes of different complexity and size (for instance, the processes of PWA are

administrative processes whereas the processes of AHSWS are health care processes), and (iii) availability of data sources and subjects' willingness

to cooperate.
6.6.2 | Threats to data extraction

Threats to data extraction deal with possible problems that might arise in the data collection phase. The most common threat during this phase is

the subjectivity of the researcher who performs the data collection. To mitigate this threat, we developed a data collection validation mechanism

that involved at least 2 researchers (PLM4BS experts), as it is presented in Section 6.3. In addition to that, during this phase, interviews performed

in plan and data collection phase were directed for other researcher (PLM4BS experts) than one who conducted the data collection.
6.6.3 | Threats to conclusions

Threats to conclusion validity are factors that can lead to incorrect conclusions. In this category, we have been able to identify that we measure

research intensity with the number of case studies and number of processes like metrics. However, to mitigate this threat, such attempt would

introduce subjective criteria into the analysis of the results. For this reason, we preferred to use an objective (directly measurable) criterion for

characterizing the use of PLM4BS in each case study. These criteria are described in Section 6.4.
7 | RELATED WORK

Over the last years, some theoretical solutions have been proposed to document and model processes. Accordingly, we have conducted a study9

to determine the degree of maturity of this research topic. That study analyzes the most recent proposals related to SPM and identifies a great

amount of them that use different techniques, such cash petri‐nets, models, or programming languages. This fact confirms that there is no ideal

language for process modeling.
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Although this topic has been discussed and studied for many years, there are some papers focused on literature reviews and surveys in

PMLs,9-11 but we have found too few on comparative studies in this area,63-65 and most of them includes general criteria to compare SPML.

In this context, we have decided to use the same dimensions described in Section 2 to briefly compare PLM4BS and other SPML proposals. As

mentioned and justified above in Section 2, these dimensions have been selected from the most predominant and common requirements in the

literature. Finally, Table 6 summarizes and compares some the most important model‐based SPML to know their advantages and disadvantages,

together with the degree of maturity this research topic has achieved (PLM4BS is also included). We just consider model‐based proposal exclu-

sively, as it is the technique used in PLM4BS.

As a result of this comparison, it is possible to conclude that, even though there are many proposals for SPM, none of them is mature enough

to comply with the commitment we follow. SPEM2.0 could be the solution, but its complexity and nonexecutability make us discard it for our goal.

Regarding executability, many researches have been conducted to solve the main drawback it involves.69 If a software process language is aimed

at succeeding, it will be mandatory that it can fill in the gap between the process description and its execution in a real environment.

We have also identified some elements that were hidden until now in most of the studied proposals, such as usability in enterprise environ-

ments, mechanisms to carry out continuous improvement, mechanisms to establish business rules, and elements for process orchestration. All

these aspects have been supported by our proposal.

Moreover, despite all the existing proposals, we have not been able to find papers where success stories are described. This situation occurs in

most of the proposals mentioned above, but there are exceptions such as SPEM2.0 which has been used in many projects of various areas, espe-

cially multiagent systems, software product lines, agile software development, unified process, and embedded real‐time systems, among others.

Also, SPEM is supported by tools, eg, EA.53

The reader might argue that this fact may have been caused for 2 key reasons: (i) BPMN6 is the most popular business process modeling lan-

guage among BPMS and (ii) these tools do not support any other modeling language. Thus, he/she is right. Nevertheless, some papers conclude

that BPMN and UML ActivityDiagram (AD)‐based proposals allow modeling equivalent models.70 In fact, BPMN and UML AD evaluations con-

ducted by means of workflow patterns, as defined by Russell et al,71 revealed that both business process modeling languages provide similar solu-

tions for most of the patterns. Consequently, it is possible to establish rule mapping BPMN and UML AD70 without excessive cost.

This way, bringing closer the research world and the business world is very important to transfer the scientific knowledge generated in acad-

emy to software industry. In addition, our research group has broad experience in technology transfer projects. For this reason, we intend to apply

our proposal to real projects, and once validated in these business environments, we will extend our metamodel with new concepts, for instance,

mechanisms for defining exception paths that have not been supported by PLM4BS yet.
8 | CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

An efficient BPM is crucial in any company to reduce costs, maximize profits, and increase productivity and competitiveness. However, applying

BPM is not a simple task because management and software development processes are characterized, among others, by the following aspects: (i)

they are constantly evolving; (ii) they usually incorporate new lifecycles and new technologies, they frequently comprise several iterations, and

they often produce different versions of software products; (iii) they are complex because they are strongly influenced by many unpredictable cir-

cumstances and many work teams; and (iv) they often rely on communication, coordination, and cooperation of different frameworks and devel-

opment technologies, as well as different roles.

For these reasons, software companies usually focus on defining their processes, although orchestration and execution processes are per-

formed in an independent and manual way by each involved role. This fact makes software processes maintenance, evolution, monitoring, and

measurement become a hard task to execute.

This paper proposes a MDE‐based solution that would help to manage the conceptual complexity of the process engineering area. For this

purpose, it presents a model‐based approach for SPM that is framed into a new continuous improvement process lifecycle (Figure 1) that has

allowed us to define the PLM4BS framework.

Regarding our SPM metamodel, it is simple enough to enable using PLM4BS in real environments, but allows defining processes of consider-

able complexity. We have suggested a straightforward language for several reasons. Firstly, our language is simple to apply PLM4BS to different

business environments and then check and validate it. This provides us with valuable feedback to improve our proposal. Therefore, we have suc-

cessfully applied PLM4BS into different real case studies to evaluate and validate PLM4BS. These results let us open new lines of work to further

investigate and improve the application of process management using the MDE paradigm. Secondly, we propose a simple language to facilitate the

insertion of MDE‐based mechanisms to PLM4BS, decrease the learning curve, and reduce user's cognitive overload when users use our SPM lan-

guage (this usability aspect has a major influence on user's efficiency, and, especially, with non‐ICT users).

Moreover, as mentioned above, this paper supports the first phase of a process lifecycle, but we have already scheduled different future lines

of work to support the remaining phases. They are explained as follows.

To begin with, we will define MDE mechanisms for measuring BP (monitoring and continuous improvement phases; see Figure 1) to provide

support for the process verification and validation in PLM4BS. For this purpose, papers related to the definition of software metrics72 will be ana-

lyzed and taken into account to define the proposal and integrate it into PLM4BS. At present, a PhD student is extending it as a topic of her



doctoral thesis. She is defining a theoretical MDE‐based framework to support the monitoring phase of PLM4BS
43 to assess the execution of soft-

ware processes.

Then, we aim to analyze how simulation mechanisms can be included in PLM4BS so as to support decision‐making procedures related to

resource allocation or deadlock identification, among other aspects.

Finally, as explained previously in Section 6.5, we will continue improving aspects of PLM4BS related to the expressiveness and understand-

ability of process models.
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